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DEVELOPMENT
A GOOD THEME…

YOU SHOULD AVOID…

… runs through the entire yearbook
… makes a connection to the school year
… is unique to the school and students
… is both verbal and visual

… songs, stories, movies, or TV shows
… plagiarizing and copyright-protected
material
… condescending or offensive material
… popular sayings
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George’s Family (Sophia
Rocha, Natalya Nielsen,
and Izzat Marchi) say
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ENDSHEETS

• The cover should introduce and close the theme.

• Emphasize the theme and pull it into the yearbook.

• Spine text should identify the school, year,
and volume number.

• Can include: school information, table of contents, etc.
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Mr. Wainright (Mikael
Mikelsen) and his gals
(Isabella Manfreda and
Ashley Gauthier) listen in
on a telephone call.
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Young Mary (Isabella Lind)
visits young George Bailey
(Jasper Beckmen) at his
workplace.

Natalya Nielsen and Adria
Allen sing a duet.

Pirates With M.E.R.I.T.
Achieve greAtness

The Academic life of a Pirate is something for which to be proud. The goal

at Santa Ynez is “to provide, in partnership with the community, a high
quality education that enables every student to graduate and become an
ethical, productive, and contributing member of society.” The faculty and
administration at Santa Ynez achieve this goal year after year. Santa Ynez
Pirates exhibit ethical behavior and academic integrity. In addition, there is a
high level of critical thinking and technology built in to the curricula. There is
no doubt Pirates will use these talents to advance in their future endeavors.

George Bailey (Merckx
Dascomb) receives some
words of wisdom from his
mother (Cassidy Doolan).
George Bailey (Merckx Dascomb) and Mary Hatch (Courtney Roberts)
get close as they fall in love, all the while pretending it’s not happening.
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TITLE AND DIVIDER PAGES

FOLIO TABS

• These pages should include content that introduces the
next section while emphasizing the theme.

• Emphasize the theme and pull it into the yearbook
using colour, graphics, fonts, text

• The divider design should be consistent for all sections.

• Can include: page number, title, section, etc.

steady pace and focuses on
staying in the lead.

THROUGHOUT THE YEARBOOK

Left George’s guardian angel, Clarence

It’s A Wonderful Life

Left Abigail Sanger keeps a

Odbody (Tori Andrade), is always
watching over him.

when AngeLS get their wingS

Leslie Moreida and
Alina Lara race to the
finish at the Santa
Barbara County championship.

The Winter Drama Production this year was a stage rendition of Frank Capra’s comedy-

George’s Family (Sophia
Rocha, Natalya Nielsen,
and Izzat Marchi) say
goodbye to him.

drama film It’s A Wonderful Life, which was released in 1946. Widely admired, It’s A
Wonderful Life tells the story of a man who is given the chance to see how his being
born has affected others in his life. George Bailey, (played by Merckx Dascomb) who
feels his life has been meaningless, realizes the actions a man takes has a consequences
and in his case his actions produced positive results for others. What a perfectly heartwarming story around the holidays! The Drama department’s
performance was stellar. The actors evoked pathos and
summoned laughter at precisely the right moments.

Mr. Wainright (Mikael
Mikelsen) and his gals
(Isabella Manfreda and
Ashley Gauthier) listen in
on a telephone call.

Right George Bailey (Merckx Dascomb) and Mary Hatch (Courtney
Roberts) sit next to each other in her living room.

Center Ms Potter (Shashi Mostafa) and her goon (Nathan Berch)
have a talk with George Bailey (Merckx Dascomb).

Above Left Melissa Brocke
runs hard.

Sofia Torres-Small starts to
smile as she realizes her
exceptional placement.

Leslie Moreida, Alina Lara, Sarina Diaz, and Emily Donahue
relax as they wait for their teammates to finish the course.

Champions Run Hard

Above Left

Amanda Tomassini keeps
a steady pace.

whEn it’S hArD to run

T

he Junior Varsity Girls Cross Country team showed great strength and power this season, bringing home many wins.
During the long hours of practice and bus rides they grew as a family and are closer than ever now. With many new
members, the team expanded. Those new to the Cross Country lifestyle had to learn to adapt to the level of endurance
it takes to be a skilled runner; and ultimately the new talent contributed to their
dominating every race. The girls left their hearts out on those tracks and came in
every race with a smiles on their faces. Even though out of breath and needing
water, they cheered on their teammates to keep pushing forward. This inspiring
encouragement from new found friends helped everyone’s running and gave them the
courage to push through to the very end of every course, even when it seemed the
finish line was almost out of reach. By the end of the season everyone on the team
had a feeling of incredible accomplishment because their performance and season
was stellar. The team and coaches are looking forward to a great season next year
due to the many excellent athletes.
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Savannah Avery leads the way during
the a the Morro Bay Invitational.

Center Photos

Alina Lara, Giselle Rodriguez, and Frances Domingos run their hearts out during a big race.
Sarina Diaz keeps up the pace as she runs to the finish line.

Junior Varsity Girls Cross Country
Sports
Sports 147
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Cast Adria Allen

Tori Andrade
Valeria Baltazar
Grace Barnard
Monica Berch
Nathan Berch
Jasper Beckman
Michaela Bruce
Sofia Cacciola
Merckx Dascomb
Francesca Davis
Cassidy Doolan
Katie Earle
Rose Elovitz
Jessica Hadley
Makayla Hodge
Emily Jensen
Bella Lind
Isabella Manfreda
Jordan Mailes
Izzat Marchi
Arri Martinez
Keegan McCool
Wyatt Meyer
Mikael Mikelsen
Shashi Mostafa
Abigail Mullin
Natalya Nielsen
Hayley Renteria
Courtney Roberts
Sophia Rocha
Charlotte Saunders
Megan Spence
Steven Weitz
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Young Mary (Isabella Lind)
visits young George Bailey
(Jasper Beckmen) at his
workplace.

Natalya Nielsen and Adria
Allen sing a duet.

The theme should be demonstrated through:
headlines, sub-headlines, story copy, sidebars,
graphics, and captions.
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